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CARRIE TYLER, RN HNB-BC, C-IAYT, E-RYT500 is a holistic hospice and palliative care nurse, death

and bereavement doula, integrative chronic pain specialist, yoga therapist, and yoga teacher

trainer. She is the creator of the Rasamaya Method, a philosophy system that uses nine core

emotions (rasas) to create inspiration in end of life care, yoga and meditation classes, pain

therapies, ritual creation, workshops, retreats, and trainings.  

 

Carrie is known for her compassionate and playful teaching style and her strong knowledge of

anatomy and alignment.  She is a writer and business consultant for both the fitness and medical

industries. Her work has been featured at numerous conferences including Wanderlust and Yoga

Journal as well as in national magazines such as Pilates Style and Mantra Magazine.  When she isn't

presenting, seeing clients, or teaching, she works as a hospice and palliative care nurse, helping

people transition from life to death. In her spare time, she wanders the mountains and watches the

world fly past while riding pillion on her husband's motorcycle. Learn more about her

at www.rasamaya.com Link to curriculum vitae: https://rasamaya.com/curriculum-vitae

MORTAL: Living, Dying & Defining Your Legacy (2 - 3hrs)

In this transformative workshop, you will explore your own mortality and what it means to lead a

deeply fulfilled life.  You'll be guided through a series of thought-provoking journal prompts, yin yoga

(or restorative depending on preference and props) postures and a meditation on death to help you

reflect on your life’s most significant events.  You'll draft your own obituary and six-word epitaph for

your gravestone which tells your story, in your words, and captures exactly how you want to be

remembered.

 

Choosing to explore your feelings about life's journey towards death is an act of bravery that allows

you to get up close and personal with what is sacred.  You will gain a clear perspective on where

you are now, where you want to go, and what kind of legacy you want to create.

Feel free to reach out to the instructor with any concerns. All are welcome regardless of feelings

about death and dying, or yoga experience. Please bring/wear: cozy clothes, a yoga mat, any yoga

props you need, a photograph of yourself (framed preferable), a mug if you would like tea, and a

favorite journal (paper will be supplied if you don’t have a journal).
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DEATH: Have the Conversation (1.5 - 2hr)

No question is too taboo at this informal discussion and Q&A.  Hear stories from the bedsides of the

dying, and get answers to all the questions you have always wanted to ask. Topics include curious

facts about death, the dying process, advanced care planning, supporting the dying, and how to

best prepare for the end of life.

 

TASK: Aging Well, Self-Care, & The Tasks of Living & Dying (1.5 - 2hrs)

“In order to see, you have to stop being in the middle of the picture.” - Sri Swami Aurobindo

Ever feel mired in the tasks of daily living? Trust me, you're not alone. This interactive workshop is

purposefully designed so you can take a step back to visualize all the interconnecting aspects of

your life.  Modern medical scholars and ancient spiritual mystics both speak to the importance of

whole-hearted living through the lens of love, forgiveness, contentment, and gratitude. These

emotions are often defined as the foundational ethics of aging, daily living, and dying well. In this

workshop, we will explore how these guiding principles positively impact your health, the importance

of self-care, tools for stress management, and how to fill your energetic well rather than deplete it.

You will learn a simple holistic model to apply to daily living, and create a paper visual life map that

will help you with big picture planning for where you are now, and where you want to go. Our time

together will start with 30mins of restorative yoga and meditation to settle our bodies and minds

before diving into our discussion. No artistic skill required, all ages and abilities are welcome, just

bring yourself and a curious mind. This workshop makes a perfect compliment to MANIFEST: Success

Mapping + Creating the Life You Desire. Please bring/wear: cozy clothes, a yoga mat, any yoga

props you need, a mug if you would like tea, and a favorite journal (paper will be supplied if you

don’t have a journal).

 

GRIEVE: Restorative Yoga, Journaling & Contemplative Art for Grief (1.5 - 2hrs)

“Where you used to be, there is a hole in the world, which I find myself constantly walking around in

the daytime, and falling in at night. I miss you like hell.” — Edna St. Vincent Millay

Grief will touch all of us at some point, whether through the loss of a loved one, a pet, a career, a

dream, or even the state of the world. Unlike other emotions that easily pass through our daily

existence, grief has a way of taking hold and demanding our attention. While often painful, it can

also be a deeply transformative and powerful teacher.  This workshop will focus on working with our

grief through restorative yoga, journaling, and a contemplative art project.  Sharing is always

optional and each participant is respected where they are in their process. Please bring/wear: cozy

clothes, a yoga mat, any yoga props you need, a mug if you would like tea, and a favorite journal

(paper will be supplied if you don’t have a journal).
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MANIFEST: Success Mapping + Creating the Life You Desire with Collage & Meditation (1-

3hrs) 

"Let the beauty of what you love be what you do." - Rumi

If you can speak it, you can manifest it. This creative interactive workshop will help you put into

words and images the legacy you want to create. Learn how to get what’s in your head out into the

world as you gain the skills you need to manifest the life you desire through meditation, journaling,

and collage. Time will be allotted for those who would like to share with others. Sharing is always

optional. No artistic skill required. Please bring/wear: cozy clothes, a mug if you would like tea, and

1-3 magazines that you don’t mind sharing with others for collage.

 

RITUAL: Sacred Spaces + Self Care (3-6hrs)

Discover the magical side of yoga. Carrie brings her twenty-plus years of experience in spiritual and

healing practices and will discuss in plain-speak what is sometimes the bizarre and mystical side of

yoga. This workshop will deepen your comfort level around creating sacred space, enhance your

knowledge of yogic lifestyle, and offer new tools for self-care. 

 

Topics will include:

 - The alchemy of the five elements in yogic philosophy and how it relates to life

 - Creating an altar and performing simple ceremony to the five elements

 - Cultivating a sadhana practice (lifelong intention)

 - Clearing your home and your life energetically with crystals and healing tools.

 - Decluttering your life with Vastu (Indian version of Feng Shui)

 - Organizing your work week according to Vastu and Jyotish (Indian Astrology)

 - Self Care Ayurvedic Practices

 - Traditional yoga early morning and evening rituals

 

Please bring/wear: 

 - A centerpiece for your altar. This could be a photo of a beloved, a statue, piece of art, nature, or

anything that you would consider a memento.  

- Five small items that represent the elements: earth, water, fire, air (often incense) and space (often

a flower). 

- Please note that there will be scent used in this workshop in the form of oil and incense.

- Cozy clothes, a mug if you would like tea, pen and paper for note-taking.
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ChakraLab (3-6hrs)

Get that good mojo going. A favorite topic of yoga teachers everywhere, this three-hour workshop

will explore yoga's mysterious subtle anatomy called the Chakra System. Join chakra expert Carrie

Tyler as she explains the imagery, symbolism, and philosophy of each of the seven major chakras and

how they relate to your life. Carrie is known for keeping things real and for using plain speak to

discuss topics that can sometimes border on the mystical and bizarre. The workshop is open to all

who are curious and looking to deepen their yoga knowledge. The workshop will begin with an all

levels yoga practice. Please bring/wear: yoga clothes for practice, cozy clothes for lecture, yoga

mat, any yoga props you need, a mug if you would like tea, and a pen and paper for note-taking.

 

UNPLUG: Meditation 101 +  Malas (2 - 3hrs)

Are you the kind of person who has ants in your pants and believes you can’t meditate? If so, this is

the perfect workshop for you. In this workshop, you will be introduced to the four major branches of

meditation.  Learn subtle tricks that will help you overcome the mind chatter and uncomfortableness

that is bound to occur when you try to sit still. You will also create your own set of wrist mala beads

to take home which we will use during the practice. Please bring/wear: cozy clothes, a mug if you

would like tea, and a pen and paper for note-taking.

 

UNWIND: Thai Yoga Therapy (3-6hrs)

This workshop will cover the principles of the sacred healing art of Nuad Boran, also called Thai

Yoga Therapy. All participants will both give and receive a full body sequence that can later be

practiced with clients and friends. This course will offer you an opportunity to cultivate your

proficiency in mindful touch, hands-on assists, and offer insight on how to create respectful

connections with your students. This introductory course provides a solid foundation for those looking

to potentially pursue certification in the ancient science of Thai Healing Arts.

 

Topics include: 

 - History of Thai Yoga Therapy

 - Thai Techniques in Supine, Seated, and Prone

 - The Respectful practice of Giving, Receiving, & Gratitude

 - 45 minute Thai Sequencing

 

Please bring/wear: several layers of cozy clothes, a yoga mat, a yoga blanket or throw, two pillows

(if yoga blankets and bolsters are not available), a pen and paper for note-taking.
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ENTRAIN: The Neuroscience of Yoga (2 - 3hrs)

You know yoga makes you feel good, but have you ever wondered why? 

 

This workshop will offer scientific evidence on how yoga, meditation, and mindfulness affect the

brain. Learn basic brain anatomy and acquire integrative techniques that will help keep your brain

healthy.  You will leave this workshop with full understanding of the concept neurons that fire

together wire together. Special topics will also be discussed such as dementia and chronic pain. 

The workshop will begin with an all levels yoga class designed to fire up your neurons, come

prepared to move.  Please bring/wear: yoga clothes for practice, cozy clothes for lecture, yoga mat,

any yoga props you need, a mug if you would like tea, and a pen and paper for note-taking.

 

AnatomyLab

(FULL DAY or 2-3hrs each foundation + hips or spine + shoulders)

This super engaging curriculum uses all levels of learning (i.e kinesthetic, auditory, reading/writing,

visual) to etch anatomy information permanently into your cranium. Lectures are balanced with

postural therapy techniques, dynamic movement exercises, hands-on work, and palpation. You will

stand up and sit down so much that one student referred to this course as"anatomy church." As you

travel up and down rabbit holes of inquiry, your burning questions about your own aches and pains

will be answered. Discussions include the power and psychology of body language, and you will

practice walking confidently until it feels like your head is so high up that you're levitating. You will

talk about things that make you blush (a-yo pelvic floor!) and laugh so hard you cry. 

 

By studying anatomy you will start a journey that will inspire your own practice and expand your

teaching language exponentially. Your students will marvel at your new knowledge. You never knew

anatomy training could be this fun. This workshop will begin with an all levels yoga practice. Some

workshops include the Anatomy in Clay learning system. See the full description here:

http://rasamaya.com/dynamic-anatomy/ Please bring/wear: yoga clothes for practice, cozy

clothes for lecture, yoga mat, any yoga props you need, a mug if you would like tea, and a pen and

paper for note-taking.
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CEREMONY: Mandala for “insert theme of day)" (1hr)

Based on the traditions of the Peruvian Despacho ceremony and Indian Mandala/Yantra creation

any workshop day can be wrapped up with a ceremony. Participants will create a beautiful

elementally based mandala composed of all natural materials to be offered as a gift of gratitude to

the universe. At the end of the ceremony, the mandala will be wrapped up, and the materials

returned to the earth by the presenter (or studio owner/manager who would like to).  This is a

powerful way to bring closure to a day of learning and exploration.

 

RASAMAYA YOGA CLASS (1 - 1.5hr)

RASAMAYA FLOW: Yoga vinyasa for mobility

RASAMAYA ALIGN: Yoga for posture

RASAMAYA RESTORE: Restorative yoga + Rasa poetry

 

            

 

 

 

 

THERAPEUTIC TOUCH FOR PATIENTS (1- 3hrs)

 

SELF CARE + SUCCESS MAPPING FOR CLINICIANS (1 - 3hrs)

 

HOLISTIC TECHNIQUES FOR CHRONIC PAIN PATIENTS 

(1 - 6hrs, workshop can be split into individual topics)

 

WHAT TO EXPECT AT THE END OF LIFE (1 - 3hrs)

 

 HOLISTIC TECHNIQUES FOR END OF LIFE PATIENTS 

(1 - 6hrs, workshop can be split into individual topics)

 

HOW TO TEACH MEDITATION + BREATHING TECHNIQUES TO PATIENTS 

(1 - 6hrs, workshop can be split into individual topics)

 

EFFICACY AND PRACTICE OF TEACH-BACK METHODS (1hr)

 

LOVE THE ONE YOUR WITH: Holistic Tools for Dementia Caregivers & Clinicians (1 - 3hrs)
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Carrie Tyler
PO BOX 22

Bethlehem, NH 03574

877.676.RASA (7272)

info@rasamaya.com
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